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Everyday Golf Coach Raises the Bar in Training Apps with State of the Art
Production

Everyday Golf Coach, has just released an update to the successful app series that raises the
bar in sports coaching apps. Among other improvements to the app, all 38 coaching videos
have been filmed to broadcast production quality including ‘Phantom’ slow motion footage.

London (PRWEB UK) 22 February 2013 -- With the explosion of ‘how to’ apps on the market, so too comes
varying degrees of production quality. Everyday Golf Coach has separated itself from the crowd with its
thoroughly professional learning program.

The IOS platform has developed so fast that Noel Rousseau (the creator and presenter of Everyday Golf Coach
apps) has now used state of the art slow motion cameras and a full production crew to produce 38 stunning
training videos that are embedded in the app.

The ‘Phantom’ camera used to capture all the slow motion footage in the app was originally designed for
military use and was used by the BBC in filming their remarkable and highly acclaimed ‘Frozen Planet’ and
‘Africa’ series presented by Sir David Attenborough.

Before the app market, such high quality videos were only seen on TV productions and coaching programs
were sold for a premium via DVD box sets. Now, golfers can download this huge body of knowledge and
coaching advice for less than a sleeve of golf balls.

The 38 training videos are presented with an effortless and easy to understand manner. They are categorized
within a simple scrolling navigation menu and embedded into the app for immediate viewing. This makes the
app totally portable with no waiting for lengthy downloads. Topics include all the major swing and short game
concepts. There are even videos for playing from the rough and from sloping lies.

In addition to the coaching videos, Everyday Golf Coach app also features a swing analysis suite that allows the
user to view and analyse their own swing. They can use the slow motion scrub bar, annotate lines onto their
video and even compare themselves to the golf pro model library.

Noel said, “I wanted to give golfers all the technical information and resources that they would need to better
their game and become their own coach. Switching between the archive of coaching videos and the swing
analysis suite, the golfer can soon identify key areas of their method to work on. It can be frustrating to practice
without a clear purpose, worse still, working on the wrong concepts. Now golfers can have real direction to
their practice.”

About Everyday Golf Coach

Everyday Golf Coach was initially released in April 2010 on a low budget with grainy videos. Even so, the
content and clear presentation meant that the app has hit the number 1 selling sports app in both the UK and US
app stores and maintained a 5 star customer rating. Now, with over 150,000 downloads the app has evolved and
with this latest update has become a thoroughly polished and complete golf training product.

Everyday Golf Coach Power
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For those who like even more advanced content, the sequel is Everyday Golf Coach Power which covers in
depth the mechanics of movement and power within the golf swing. This app also features a SwingSequencer
feature that allows the golfer to see the step by step movements of a tour professional.

Noel Rousseau is a PGA Advanced Professional and as part of a PhD he is carrying out on-going research into
motor learning and automaticity. “I’m delighted with both apps. They offer golfers a depth of coaching material
that they can keep going back to for guidance. What is amazing with the app market, is to be able to produce a
really high quality product, that can offer such a geographical and convenient reach.”

Such is the app market that amazingly, all current users of the app will get the update for free. Otherwise,
Everyday Golf Coach is available on the iPhone for £3.99, and a separate iPad version is only £4.99.

Everyday Golf Coach has received glowing reviews from those who have downloaded the app.
App Store Reviews

“The benchmark in golf instruction apps.” - Axsor

“All I could think of was more! Please Noel teach us some more. Half a dozen apps, three live golf teachers, a
couple of thousand dollars and it takes a Brit half a world away to finally help me understand swing plane better
than ever before.” - Allanjc

“10/10 for value. Excellent format. I’ve been studying golf for some time. The series of lessons are not only a
fantastic reference but Noel really simplifies a teaching process, which all too often, becomes over technical.” -
Ned Kelly1111

Press promo codes to download the app for product review are available upon request.
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Contact Information
Vanessa Holloway
Perish the Thought
http://www.everydaygolfcoach.com
07872 903486

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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